
What We Do Impact

Educate! – Imminent Opportunity for Africa-Wide Impact 

Practically-Trained Mentor

Teacher Training

Skills Course

Experience Starting a Real Business

Results
Scaling our Solution: 
In 2019, Educate! is partnering with the government to pilot in 60+ schools in Kenya, working in 175+ secondary schools 
in Rwanda and 750+ schools in Uganda (25% of the country) reaching over 44,000 students intensively and 545,000 
more broadly.

Sustainability through Education System Support:
Uganda: In 2012, Educate! advised on Uganda’s national curriculum reform and drew from some of the best practices Educate! 
developed around leadership and entrepreneurship education. After rolling out in 2012, this curriculum now reaches more than 
50,000 youth annually. In addition, our Student Business Club model, a cornerstone to the Educate! program where students 
actually start enterprises, became part of the national curriculum and is now examined as part of Uganda’s upper secondary 
exam. 

Rwanda: In 2015, Educate! began acting as a technical advisor to Rwanda’s national Entrepreneurship Subject curriculum 
reform and supported the reform as it rolled out in 2016 to reach 215,000 students annually across the entire country – every 
student in the last three years of upper secondary school. Rwanda’s new entrepreneurship curriculum now includes Educate!’s 
model for for Skills Labs (our skills-based pedagogical structure), Student Business Clubs, and Portfolios to assess student 
progress.

Kenya: In 2016, we signed a comprehensive Memorandum of Understanding with the Kenya Institute of Curriculum 
Development (KICD), laying the foundation to bring our programs to Kenya at scale. This 5-year partnership allows us to work 
with KICD on their teacher training framework and pedagogy across all subjects.

21st Century Skills

Leadership Initiative & Further Education

Small Business Creation and Employment 

Improved Livelihoods

Africa will be 40% of the world by 2100—its population is expected to grow from 1.2 to 4 billion and the 
continent could have more youth at that time than the total population of the US. As many as 90% of 
African youth are projected to work in the informal sector. These demographics, along with a scarcity of 
jobs, have led to dramatic rates of youth unemployment. Education systems in Africa already 
face challenges meeting young people’s needs–current curricula and teaching methods don’t 
consistently prepare students for what’s to come following graduation. Despite an eagerness and 
commitment to learn, even students who finish secondary school often find themselves lacking the 
skills needed for the few available jobs, leading to unemployment and underemployment. 

Educate! believes that by transforming secondary education, 
we can equip youth with the skills to disrupt this systemic problem.

By creating a new educational model that reforms what schools teach and how they teach it, Educate! is 
empowering teachers and youth mentors to equip students with the business and 21st century skills to 
drive measurable change. Educate!’s experiential model teaches the “hard skills” of business including 
planning, budgeting, savings and market research. Educate! complements these skills with the “soft 
skills” demanded most by both employers and students themselves, such as teamwork, public speaking, 
networking, critical thinking, self-confidence and creativity. 



Impact on the Ground
Educate! evaluates our impact through rigorous external evaluations. We had grown nearly 10x in size since our 
2015 RCT (randomized controlled trial); so in 2017, we completed a quasi-experimental evaluation 
to understand our impact at scale. The results demonstrated that even as we've dramatically increased the 
number of youth we reach, we continue to achieve similar impact on students towards the end of secondary 
school.

• Educate! participants were 50% more likely to be
employed from a base of 17% in the comparison group.

Long-Term Strategy and Plan 
Educate!'s long-term vision is to design solutions that measurably impact millions of youth across Africa each year. 
We aim to fully incorporate our skills-based education model into national education systems across Africa. 

Using what she learned from her Mentor in her Educate! 
classroom, Lillian Aero founded the Namugongo Good Samaritan 
Project, which now employs over 100 HIV/AIDS affected widows 
to make crafts and then helps them find markets for their 
products in three different countries. Lillian’s work can be seen in 
this video.

Educate! graduate George William Bakka started Angels 
Initiative, a business incubator, accelerator, and venture capital 
fund that has supported the growth of over 50 scalable social 
impact enterprises in Africa so far and plans to impact thousands 
more. George is the recipient of the Anzisha Prize and the 
African Leadership Network Fellowship, and has partnered with 
acclaimed social enterprise incubator Unreasonable Institute to 
launch Unreasonable Institute East Africa. 

Awards & Recognition
• 2018 selected for 2018 Klaus J. Jacobs Award

• 2017 winner of the OpenIDEO Amplify Youth Empowerment Challenge; featured in the Al Jazeera English
documentary series, Rebel Education; highlighted by Stanford Social Innovation Review; and featured in
The World Bank blog

• 2016 highlighted by Bill Gates in his speech at the Nelson Mandela Annual Lecture; profiled by Harvard
Global Education Innovation Initiative

• 2015 WISE Awards Winner; Brookings Institution featured Educate! as one of 14 innovative and effective
organizations scaling, alongside BRAC, Pratham, Teach for All and other industry leaders

• 2013 & 2014 recognized in Forbes “30 under 30 Social Entrepreneurs”

• 2012 recipient of Ashoka Fellowship; case study in Results for Development secondary education study

• 2011 recipient of Grinnell College “Young Innovator for Social Justice Prize”

• 2009 backed by Echoing Green; recipient of Ashoka Changemaker’s “Quality Education in Africa” award

• Educate! participants earned 95%—nearly 2x—more
income from a base of $88.43 in the comparison group.

• Educate! participants were 44% more likely to own a
business from a base of 26% in the comparison group.
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